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SECTION 1

(

DESCRIPTION

1. INTRODUCTION
NON-TYPING REPERFORATOR

1.a. This bulletin describes and explains the
operation of the Teletype Model 28 Non-Typing
Reperforator. Section 1 presents a physical de

(

scription of the equipment and provides a sum
mary of its technical data. Section 2 covers in
detail its principles of operation.
NON-TYPING REPERFORATOR

Figure 1-2. Non-Typing Reperforator Set
circles or ellipses which are solid black to in
dicate fixed points and crosshatched to indicate
floating points.
2. GENERAL
2.a. The Model 28 Non-Typing Reperforator is
an electro-mechanical unit which records infor
mation in tape as combinations of chadless code
holes. The information is received from a signal
line in the ·form of an electrical signaling code
which is translated into the necessary mechani
cal motions to perforate the code holes and feed
the tape. Motive power must be provided by an
external source; e.g., by a motor unit and drive
mechanism.

(

(

Figure 1-1. Repertorator - Transmitter Set
1.b. Unless stated to the contrary, references
in

the

text

to

"left"

or "right" indicate the

viewer's left or right as he faces the front of
the

unit.

In the illustrations, unless they are

specifically
that

the

labeled otherwise,

equipment

is

it is assumed

being viewed from the

front. Pivot points are shown in the drawings by

ORIGINAL

Figure 1-3.

Automatic

Send-Receive

Keyboard with Non-Typing Reperforator

1-1
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2.b. The unit may be used with various other

forated portions (chads) are not completely sev

Teletype apparatus in applications related to the

ered but remain attached at their leading edges.

recording and storing of information in tape. It

Thus tape clogging and chad disposal is elimi

is a basic component of the Non-Typing Reper

nated. Speeds up to approximately 200 words per

forator Set (Figure 1-2) which, at a minimum,

minute are available in the different variations

includes a base, a motor unit and a drive mecha

of the unit.

,;,s)

nism and which, in addition, may also embrace
a cover, a table and an electrical service unit.

3. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The other units mentioned above are covered in
Teletype Bulletin 246B. The Reperforator may

3.a. ONE- AND TWO-CYCLE UNITS (Figures

be a component of the Reperforator-Transmitter

1-4 and 1-5) -A cast frame provides mounting

Set (Figure 1-1) and the Automatic Send-Receive

facilities for the various

Set (see Figure 1-3-and Bulletin 249B). The model

comprise the Non-Typing Reperforator. Rotary

used in the latter application will function as a

motion from an external source is received by
a

keyboard) or as a reperforator (operated by the

clutches. A selecting mechanism, which includes

A number of Reperforators may

be gang mounted for multiple operation.

shaft

and

distributed

by

two

which

tape perforator (operated mechanically from a
signal pulses).

main

mechanisms

cam

a two-coil magnet wired to the signal line, con
verts

the

electrical

code

combinations

into

)

'

mechanical arrangements which govern perfora
2.c. The unit will operate on a d.c. signal line

ting. The coils may be wired in series for 0.020-

current of 0.060 or 0.020 ampere. It accommo

0.030 ampere operation or in parallel for 0.060

dates

tape and produces five

ampere operation (see Figure 1-7). By means of

level, chadless code perforations; i.e., the per-

a range finder the selecting mechanism can be

standard-width

FEED
WHEEL

H

I

I

MAIN
SHAFT

·�
f'7

,,
,:.;I

Figure 1-4.

1-2

Non-Typing Reperforator - Two-Cycle

ORIGINAL
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'

(

(

Figure 1-5.

adjusted

in

relation

to

Non-Typing Reperforator - Two-Cycle

the signaling code. A

ting mechanism. Thus the speed of the selecting

rocker bail transfers motion from the main shaft

mechanism may be adjusted to line conditions

to a perforating mechanism. A feed wheel and

(up to approximately 100 words per minute),

a die wheel roll in feed holes and advance the

while the speed of the perforating mechanism

tape. The code holes are perforated in a punch

remains constant. An optional feature is a back

block by punch pins. The tape may be threaded

space mechanism which will permit substitution

and

manually advanced by a hand wheel. The

one-

and

two-cycle

units

are essentially the

of a letters combination for an erroneously per
forated character (see Bulletin 249B).

same except that the cam-clutches of the two

(

'

cycle unit complete their cycle during 180 de
grees of shaft rotation rather than 360 degrees

4. TECHNICAL DATA

as do those of the one-cycle unit. The maximum
speed
100

of

the

words

one-cycle unit is approximately

per minute while that of the two

APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS
AND WEIGHT (TYPICAL UNIT)

cycle unit is approximately 200 words per minute.
Width
Depth

(

7-1/2 inches

•

.

6-1/2 inches

•

3.b. TWO-SHAFT UNIT (Figure 1-6) - The

Height .

6 inches

two-shaft Reperforator is designed to be mounted

Weight .

5-1/2 pounds

on

the

automatic send-receive keyboard (see

Figure 1-3 and Bulletin 249B). It may be oper
ated either

from

signal

pulses

or

SIGNALING

CODE .

•

.

Sequential, five-unit,

start-stop.

by direct

mechanical action from the keys of keyboard.

(See Figure 2-1

and Subdivision 2�of Section 2.)

It differs from the other units (see paragraph
3.a. above) primarily in the method of driving

LINE CURRENT

the cam-clutches. An extra shaft, the jack shaft,
enables the perforating mechanism to be oper

Up to 100 wpm.

ated at a different speed from that of the selec-

200 wpm

ORIGINAL

.

•

•

•

0.060 or 0.020 ampere
•

0.060 ampere

1-3
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SPEED*
Approx.
Words/Min.

Operations/Min.

Baud

Frequency
(Cycles/Sec.)

Pulse
Length (Sec. )

60
67
75
100
200

368
404
460
600
1200

45.5
50.0
56.9
74.2
148.4

22.75
25.00
28.45
37.10
74.20

0.0220
0.0200
0.0175
0.0135
0.0067

Characters/Sec.

'"
l

6.0
6.7
7. 7
10.0
20.0

*Data based on 7.42 unit code transmission pattern.
Other speeds are available. See Subdivision 2. of Section 2.

·TAPE

.

. Standard

Width

11/16 inch

•

)

''

Code Perforations

Five-level chadless

Code combinations or feed holes/inch

•

. . . . . . . .

10

Feed holes and code holes are in line.

DRIVEN GEAR
FOR FUNCTION
CAM-CLUTCH

BACK-SPACE
MECHANISM

'"•)

.J

JACK SHAFT

(REAR VIEW)

Figure 1-6.

l-4

Non-Typing Reperforator - Two- Shaft

ORIGINAL
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5. VARIABLE FEATURES

STRAP
SIGNAL LINE

...\.....

. . . ...............

5.a. GENERAL - The variable features de
scribed below are available with the Non-Typing
Reperforator. These features enable the unit to
perform special operations and may be installed
either at the factory or in the field.
5. b. CODE-READING CONTACT MECHANISM
(Figure 1-4) - Reads the code combinations
being perforated by the unit and establishes
circuits corresponding to the five code elements.

(

The mechanism consists of a bank of five wetting
contacts (i.e., contacts which do not make or
break current), each of which is actuated by a
punch slide. Either transfer (break-before

COILS IN PARALLEL FOR 0.060 AMPERE OPERATION

make) or make contacts are available. The con
tacts are capable of carrying approximately
0.060 ampere at 110 volts d.c. and may be ad
justed to meet various timing requirements.
Applications include error checking and parallel
code output.
5.c. TIMING CONTACT MECHANISM (Figure

SIGNAL LINE

1-5) - Incorporates contacts which are actuated
at a predetermined time during each operation
of the Reperforator. The contacts, which can be
adjusted to meet various timing requirements,
may be connected to external circuits for control
purposes; e.g., they may be used to open and
close the circuits established by the code reading
contacts (paragraph 5. b. above). A single-contact
mechanism (incorporating one transfer contact)
and a double-contact mechanism (incorporating
two transfer contacts) are available. The con
tacts are mounted by brackets on the rear of
the frame and are actuated by the function cam.
The maximum recommended breaking current
is 0.100 ampere at 110 volts d.c. in a non
inductive circuit.

COILS IN SERIES FOR 0.020

-

0.030

AMPERE OPERATION

Figure 1-7.

Selector Magnet

(

(

ORIGINAL

1-5
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TRANSMISSION
SEQUENCE

s

START

NO. 3

{

NO . 4

{

STOP

11

UNIT

11

UNIT

11

UNIT

11

UNIT

11

UNIT

I

l

SPACING

NO. 2

1

NO. 5

UNIT

ALWAYS

{
{

NO.

1

{

MARKING OR

SPACING

MARKING OR

SPACING

MARKING OR

SPACING

)

MARKING OR

SPACING

{

MARKING OR

SPACING

{

ALWAYS
MARKING

1.42 UNITS

7.42 UNITS OF TIME
SIGNALING CODE

o.
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SECTION 2

(

(

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

1. GEN ERAL

other elements. Thus each combination consists

l.a. This section explains the operation of the
Model 28 Non-Typing Reperforator. The basic

of 7.42 units of time (referred to as a 7.42 unit
transmission pattern). The start and stop ele
ments ensure synchronism between the trans

function of this unit is to record information in
paper tape as chadless code perforations. The
information is received from a signal line in the
form of signaling code combinations which re

mitting and receiving equipment by bringing the
receiving equipment to a complete stop at the
end of each combination. The letter "Y", plotted
in Figure 2-1b., is usually used for testing and

present characters or functions. The Reperfora

illustrating purposes because each of its alter
nate intelligence elements is different.

tor translates these combinations into mechani
cal motions which roll in feed holes, advance the
tape and perforate corresponding combinations
of code holes.
l.b. Functions
typing

(such

are

operations

auxiliary to

2.b. The total number of permutations of a
five-unit code is two to fifth power, or 32. In
order to transmit more than 32 characters and
functions, a

letters-figures shift operation is

as "carriage return," "space,"

designed into the typing equipment. Thus each

"letters," "figures," etc.) which are perforated
into the tape so that it can be used in conjunction

permutation, excluding those used to shift and
unshift the apparatus, may represent two char

with typing equipment. The Reperforator is re

acters or functions.

ferred to as being in the idling condition when
the main shaft is turning, the signal circuit is
closed and no message is being received. The
speed of the equipment is usually given in opera
tions per minute. Each operation includes the
receiving of a code combination, the cycling of
the two cam-clutches, the perforating of a char

2.c. Only the intelligence elements of the code
appear in the perforated tape. The marking pul
ses are represented by holes and the spacing
pulses by the absence of holes. The various code
combinations of a typical character arrangement,
as they appear in tape form, are shown in Figure

acter and the advancing of the tape.

2-1c.

2. SIGNALING CODE (Figure 2-1)

2.d. Some telegraph systems employ a 7.00
unit transmission pattern in which the stop ele
ment is equal to each of the other elements (see

(

2.a. Information is received by the Non-Typing
Reperforator in the form of a five-unit, start
stop signaling code in which each character or

paragraph 2.a. above). Interoperation between
7.42 and 7.00 apparatus is satisfactory providing
the operating speeds selected yield identical unit

function is represented by a sequential combina
tion of current and no-current time intervals.

pulse lengths. The signaling frequency is expres

Intervals during which current flows in the signal

sed in maximum dot cycles per second. One
cycle consists of one current pulse followed by

circuit are referred to as marking elements

a

and during which no current flows as spacing
elements. Every combination includes five ele

baud (common in international usage) is equal
to twice the frequency. The following chart shows

speed in

ments that carry the intelligence, each of which

the relationships between the transmission pat

may be either marking or spacing as illustrated
in Figure 2-1a. The intelligence elements are

terns,

frequency, pulse lengths and operating

by a start element (always spacing)

speed (in operations per minute, baud and char
acters per second). Speed in words per minute

and are followed by a stop element (always mark
ing) which is 1.42 times as long as each of the

is roughly equivalent to one sixth the operations
per minute.

preceded

,t
'"

no-current pulse. The equipment

Transmission Pattern
Operations Per Minute
Baud
Pulse Length (seconds)
Frequency (Cycles per Second)
Characters per Second

ORIGINAL

7.42
368
45.5
.022
22.75
6

7.00
390
45.5
.022
22.75
6. 5

7. 42
40 4
50
.020
25
6.7

7.00
428.6
50
.020
25
7.1

7. 42

7. 42

7.00

460
56.9
.0175
28. 4 5

600
74 .2
.013 5

636 I1
74 .2
.013 5

7.7

10

------

37.1

37.1
10 .6

2-1
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SELECTING CYCLE

I

One-cycle Unit:
Two-cycle Unit:
START

2

3

4

5

One-cycle Unit: 3600 of shaft rotation.

1800 of shaft rotation
(NOTE: On two-cycle unit, cycles do not overlap.)

Two-cycle Unit:

I

STOP

1

SELECTING MECHANISM

y�

s elector receives
.
_ nal1ng
s1g
code
combination.

I

\. �
' �

I

- ----·- ----

..

SELECTOR

1

�l

T

!
I ,I . ,
, _
..
., _._....__
t

I

i

1

PUNCH SLIDES

j)

�� h

1

I

I

I

;" a"d tap• advanced.

.I
"I
I

I

J
II

FEED PARTS

I

T
Trip assembly
actuated.�!!
I

CAM-CLUTCH

I

1

I
•

I

1
PERFORATING

TRIP

KEY

MECHANISM

MAIN BAIL

ASSEMBLY

(ROTARY)

�

___.

I

-

SELECTING

(MECHANICAL)
( ELECTRICAL)
• -- -

)

...•

I Feed holes rolled

I

:

I
1:

Selecting camclutch tripped.

I

[

I

I/
/!

�..

..

PUNCH PINS

ASSEMBLY

Punch slides

. . .......

TAPE

TRANSFER OF INTELLIGENCE

'T

(OTHER)
TRANSFER OF MOTION

----

I

MECHANICAL CONNECTION
I

I

�

Function cam

1)

clutch tripped.

�

�

.I

ROTARY MOTION
FROM EXTERNAL
SOURCE

•

t)

I

"

Fil

'C7

CAM-CLUTCH

MAIN SHAFT

I

I
"

\.J

i
I

!
I

jI

-r

I

)

I

ROCKER BAIL

I

.I

FUNCTION

..

',

I

I

FUNCTION
MECHANISM

I

I

;

'
F i gu r e 2- 2 .

B l o ck D i a gr a m o f T ypi c a l
Non-Typing Reperforator

2-2

,?
)

•

perforated.�

TRIP

released.

....... . . ... .. ..

I

Code combination�

Punch slides receive
moohookal arra"

I

FUNCTION CYCLE

360° of shoft rotation.
180° of shaft rotation.

ORIGINAL

;)

..
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3. GENERAL OUTLINE OF OPERATION

can receive the cpde arrangement from the se

(Figure 2-2 )

lector.

The selecting cam-clutch is then dis

engaged and remains inoperative until the next
3.a. The relationship of the different mecha

(0

code combination is received.

nisms and the approximate timing of an operation
are illustrated in the block diagram of Figure
2-2. Rotary motion from an external source is
received by the main shaft which turns continu
ously

as

long

as

the

unit is

under

power.

3.c. The

function cam-clutch, driven by the

main shaft, imparts motion to the rocker bail
throughout the function cycle. The rocker bail
transfers the motion to the perforator main bail

3.b. The
the

(

signaling

combination

code

combinations-e.g.,

representing the letter

"

Y"

which, in turn, distributes it to the punch slides
and the tape feed parts. The punch slides, having

plotted at the left of Figure 2-2-are applied to

received the

the selecting mechanism. The start pulse of each

cause the punch pins to perforate code holes in

code combination causes the selector, through a

the tape corresponding to the code pulses re

arrangement

from the selector,

trip assembly, to trip the selecting cam-clutch.

ceived by the selecting mechanism. Late in the

The main shaft then imparts motion to the cam

function cycle, the tape feed parts roll in feed

clutch throughout the selecting cycle. The cam

holes and advance tile tape. The function cam

clutch, in turn, transfers timed motion to the

clutch is then disengaged and remains stationary

selector which

until again tripped by the selecting cam-clutch.

converts

the intelligence ele

ments of the code combination into a corres

The operations of the Reperforator may overlap

ponding mechanical arrangement. Near the end

if the code combinations are being received fast

of the selecting cycle, the cam-clutch actuates

enough.

the function trip assembly. The latter trips the

mechanism is punching the code combination and

function

cam-clutch

and releases

the punch

slides of the perforating mechanism so that they

For

example,

while

the

perforating

advancing the tape, the selecting mechanism may
be processing the next code combination.

SELECTING CAM-CLUTCH

RESET BAIL

GEAR OR SPROCKET DRIVE

CAL

I

�0.

1 SELECTOR CAM

I

FUNCTION CAM-CLUTCH

(

(
NO. 5 SELECTOR CAM
(LEFT SIDE VIEW)

Figure 2-3. Main Shaft (One- Cycle Unit)
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4. MOTION
4.a. ONE- AND TWO-CYCLE UNITS (Figure
2-3) - Rotary motion from an external source is
received by the main shaft which rotates continu
ously as long as the unit is under power. Select
ing and function cam-clutches distribute this
motion to the selecting and function mechanismf!
as described in paragraphs 5.b(l)
and 6.b.
below.
4.b. TWO-SHAFT UNIT (Figure 2-4) - The

perforation of the tape. The electrical pulses
comprising each code combination are applied to
a magnet of the selector. The magnet through an
armature controls the clutch trip assembly and
the parts associated with translation. The cam
clutch transfers timed motion to the selector and
also trips the function cam-clutch. By means of
a range finder assembly (Figure 2-5), the se
lecting mechanism can be adjusted to sample the
code elements at the most favorable time for
optimum operation. The mechanical arrange
ments produced by the selecting mechanism are

jack shaft of the two-shaft reperforator unit is
coupled directly to the driving shaft of the auto
matic send-receive keyboard (see Bulletin 249B).

passed on to the punch slides which control the
perforating mechanism (Figure 2-11). In the
case of the two-cycle unit, selection is essen

A set of gears at the rear of the unit, which may
be replaced to obtain different selecting speeds,

cept that the selecting mechanism is designed to

transfers motion from the jack shaft to the main
shaft. Another set of gears, positioned toward
the ends of the shafts, convey motion from the
jack shaft to the drum of the function cam-clutch

tially the same as that of the one-cycle unit, ex
operate during one-half,rather than one complete

i')

)

"

revolution of the main shaft. The two shaft unit
is covered in paragraph 5.c. below.
5.b. RECEPTION AND TRANSLATION
5.b.(l) Selecting Cam Clutch and Trip As
sembly (Figures 2-3 and 2-5).
5.b.(l)(a) The selecting cam-clutch in
cludes (from right to left in Figure 2-3) the
clutch, the stop arm bail cam, the fifth, the
fourth and the third selector cams, the cams for
the spacing and the marking lock levers, the
second and the first selector cams, the selector
reset bail cam and the function trip cam. During
the time in which the signal circuit is closed
(marking), the selector magnet coils are ener
gized and hold the selector armature up against
the magnet pole pieces (Figure 2-5). In this
position, the armature blocks the start lever,
and the cam clutch is held stationary between
the stop arm and latch lever.
5.b.(l)(b) When a code combination is re

CONTROL
CAM
SELECTOR RESET BAIL
(ON ASR
(SEE FIGURE 2-9)
KEYBOARD)
(LEFT SIDE VIEW)
Figure 2-4.

,

�

Shafts ( Two-Shaft Unit)

which, in contrast to the other units, is not at
tached to the main shaft. Thus the selecting

ceived, the start (spacing) element de-energizes
the magnet, and the selector armature under
tension of its spring moves down out of the way
of the start lever. The start lever turns clock
wise under spring pressure and moves the stop
arm bail into the indent of its cam (Figure 2-5).
As the stop arm bail rotates about its pivot
point, the attached stop arm is moved out of en
gagement with the clutch shoe lever. The select
ing cam-clutch engages and begins to rotate

5. S ELECTION

counterclockwise. The stop arm bail immedi
ately rides to the high part of its cam where it
remains to hold the start lever away from the
armature while the intelligence elements of the
code are received and processed by the selector
(paragraph 5.b.(3) below).

5.a. GENERAL - The selecting mechanism
made up of a selector (Figure 2-9), a clutch trip
assembly (Figure 2-5) and a cam-clutch (Figure
2-3)-translates the signaling code combinations
into mechanical arrangements which govern the

5.b.(l)(c) When the stop element at the end
of the code combination is received, the arma
ture is pulled up and blocks the start lever. Thus
the stop arm bail is prevented from dropping
onto the low part of its cam, and the attached

cam-clutch and the function cam-clutch can ro
tate at different speeds. The main shaft and the
drum of the function cam-clutch rotate continu
ously

2-4

as

long

as the unit is under power.

,)
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5.b. (2) Clutch Operation

stop arm is held in position to stop the clutch

and 2-8 ).

shoe lever. When the clutch shoe lever strikes
the stop arm, the inertia of a cam disk causes

5.b. (2)( a) The

it to continue to turn until its lug makes contact

{"

of

2-6, 2-7

the one-stop

paragraphs 5.b. (2 )(b) and

5.b. ( 2)(c). How the functioning of the two-stop

lever drops into an indent in the cam disk, and

clutch differs is set forth in paragraph 5.b. (2 )(d ) .

the clutch is held disengaged until the next code

5.b. ( 2)(b) The clutch drum is attached to

combination is received.

(

operation

clutch is covered in

with the clutch shoe lever. At this point a latch

( Figures

STOP ARM BAIL CAM

INDEXING
L OCK STUD

RANGE SCALE

RANGE FINDER
KNOB
RANGE FINDER
SECTOR

7

START
LEVER

MAIN
SHAFT

{
CLUTCH DISK
CLUTCH SHOE LEVER

(
Figure 2-5.

Range Finder and Selecting

Cam-Clutch Trip Assembly
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.and rotates in unison with the main shaft (Fig

LUG ON CAM DISK

ure 2-5). In the disengaged position, as shown in
Figure 2-7, the clutch shoes do not contact the
drum, and the shoes and cam disk are held sta
tionary. Engagement is accomplished by moving
the stop arm (Figure 2-5) away from the clutch

.)

and thus releasing stop lug A and the lower end

' '

of shoe lever B (Figure 2-6). The upper end of
lever

B pivots

about

its ear C, which bears

against the upper end of the secondary shoe, and
moves its ear D and the upper end of the primary
shoe toward the left until the shoe makes contact
with the notched inner surface of the rotating
drum at point E. As the drum turns counter
clockwise, it drives the primary shoe downward

)

so that it again makes contact with the drum at
point F. There, the combined forces acting on
the primary shoe cause it to push against the
secondary shoe at point G. The lower end of the
secondary shoe then bears against the drum at
point H. The drum drives this shoe upward so
that

PRIMARY SHOE

CLUTCH SHOE LEVER

Fi g ur e 2- 7. 0 ne - Stop C I utc h-D isen ga ged

it again makes contact with the drum at

point I. The forces involved are multiplied at

5.b.(2)(d) The
clutch,

LUG ON CAM DISK

operation

of

the two-stop

which is used exclusively on the two

cycle unit and on the function cam-clutch of the
two-shaft unit, is similar to that of the one stop

DRUM

clutch, the major difference being that it can be
stopped after 180 degrees of rotation rather than
360 degrees. The two-stop clutch is shown dis
engaged in Figure 2-8. When the stop arm is
moved away from A, the shoe lever disk under
spring tension pivots counterclockwise and car
ries with it the shoe lever which engages the
shoe lever disk at B. The shoe lever moves the
primary shoe to the left and engagement is com
pleted

as

described

in

paragraph

5.b.(2)(b)

above. After the cam-clutch rotates 180 degrees,
the shoe lever disk strikes the stop arm at A'.
The shoe lever disk and shoe lever are pivoted
clockwise and the clutch is disengaged as out
lined in Paragraph 5.b. (2)(c) above.
SHOE SPRING

.t.•

LUG ON DISK

CLUTCH SHOE LEVER
Figure 2-6. One-Stop Clutch-Engaged

,)

each of the preceding steps. The aggregate force
is applied through the shoes to the lug J on the
clutch cam disk, and the disk and attached cam
turn in unison with the drum.
5.b.(2)(c) Disengagement is effected when
the lower end of shoe lever B strikes the stop
arm (see Figure 2-5). Lug A and the lower end
of the shoe lever are brought together (Figure

'\)

2-7), and the upper end of lever B pivots about
its ear C and allows its other ear D to move to
ward the right. The upper spring then pulls the
two

shoes

PR

together and away from the drum.

The .latch lever seats in the indent in the cam
disk (paragraph 5.b.(1)(c)) and the cam is held in
its

stop position until the clutch is again en

gaged.
2-6

STOP LUG
Figure 2-8. Two-Stop Clutch-Disengaged
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5.b.(3) Selector Operation (Figures 2-3, 2-5
and 2-9).
5.b.(3)(a) The selector assembly consists

(

next signal transition occurs. During this mark
ing condition, the selecting levers are not
blocked by the marking lock lever extensions
but are permitted to move against their respec

primarily of two magnet coils (Figure 2-5), an
armature and associated arms, bails, levers and
latches (Figure 2-9). Five linkages, each of which

tive cams. The selecting lever that is opposite
the indent in its cam, while the armature main

consists of a selecting lever, a push lever and a
punch slide latch, link the selector cam with the

or selected, position, and the end of an associ
ated push lever falls off a step on the selecting

punch slides. Since the linkages are identical,

lever.

tains a marking condition, swings to the right,

only the No. 4 is shown in its entirety in Figure

(

2-9 . As the selecting elements of the code com
bination are applied to the magnet, the cam actu

5.b.(3)(b) As the cam rotates, the select
ing levers, together with any selected push le

ates the selecting levers. When a spacing ele
ment is received, a marking lock lever is blocked
by the end of the armature and a spacing lock

vers, are moved to the left by the high part of

lever swings to the right above the armature and
locks it in the spacing position until the next sig
nal transition occurs. Extensions on the marking
lock lever prevent the selecting levers from fol
lowing their cams. When a marking element is

their respective cams where they remain until
the next code combination is received. The un
selected push levers remain to the right. When
the next code combination is received, a selector
reset bail, lifted by its cam (Figure 2-9), strips
the selected push levers from the selecting le

received, the spacing lock lever is blocked by

vers, and the push levers are returned to the
right by their springs.

the end of the armature and the marking lock
lever swings to the right below the armature
and locks it in the marking position until the

5.b.(3)(c) The selected push levers,in mov
ing to the left, rotate associated punch slide

SELECTOR RESET BAIL

MARKING

(

(

NO. 4 PUNCH SLIDE
�PERFORATO R RESET BAIL

Figure 2 -9.

ORIGINAL
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Just

stud and hold the range finder mechanism in posi

before the fifth push lever is selected, the select
'ing cam through the function trip assembly

latches

counterclockwise

(Figure

2-9).

tion. The setting may be read on the range scale
opposite a fixed index mark.

causes the perforator reset bail to release the
punch slides (paragraph 6.b.(1)). The unselected
latches retain their associated slides to the

6. MOTION FOR PERFORATING AND FEEDING

right while the selected latches permit their
slides to move to the left under spring tension.

6.a. GENERAL - The main shaft's motion is

During the latter part of the function cycle, the
reset bail returns the punch slides to their un
selected position (see paragraph 7.b.(2)). The
latches under spring tension return to their un

conveyed to the perforating mechanism by the
function mechanism which is comprised of a
cam-clutch (Figure 2-3), a rocker bail (Figure
2-11) and a clutch trip assembly (Figure 2-10).

selected position when the selected push levers
are repositioned at the beginning of the next
selecting cycle.

6.b. FUNCTION CAM CLUTCH AND CLUTCH
TRIP ASSEMBLY (Figure 2-10)

5.c. TWO-SHAFT

SELECTION

-

When the

6.b.(1) One- and Two-Cycle Units

control knob of the automatic send-receive key
board is in the Keyboard (K) position (see Bulle
tin 249B), the selection of the two-shaft reper

6.b.(1)(a) The trip assembly is shown in
its unoperated condition in Figure 2-10. A fol

forator is essentially the same as that of the
other units; i.e., the selecting mechanism re

lower lever rides on a function trip cam which
is part of the selecting cam-clutch. Near the end

signaling code combinations, trips

of the selecting cycle, as the main shaft rotates

the function cam-clutch and controls perfora
ting. When the control knob is turned from the
K position to the Keyboard-Tape (K-T) or the
Tape (T) position, a reset slide (Figure 2-4),

ceives

the

actuated by the control cam, lifts the selector

counterclockwise, the high part of the cam pivots
the follower lever which through an attached ad
justing arm rotates a main trip lever counter
clockwise. A reset bail trip lever attached to
the main trip lever lowers the perforator reset

reset bail which strips the selected push levers
and permits the selected punch slide latches to

bail and releases the punch slides (paragraph
7.b.(1)); and an upper arm of the main trip lever

return to their unselected positions (see Figure
2-9). Since the selecting mechanism does not
operate in the K-T and T positions, a means
must be provided to keep the selector armature

moves out of the way of a clutch release which

in its marking position, e.g., by energizing the
selector magnet locally. When a key of the key
board is manually depressed, it initiates a series
of actions which culminate in selecting the proper
combination of latches and tripping the function
cam-clutch

as

described

in

Bulletin

249B.

5.d. ORIENTATION (Figure 2-5)

,)
'

)

falls against a downstop and rotates a trip shaft
counterclockwise. Immediately, the low part of
the trip cam allows the follower lever to return
to its unoperated position, and the upper arm of
the main trip lever moves down against the re
lease. When the trip shaft is rotated by the re
lease, it moves an attached clutch trip lever out
of engagement with the clutch shoe lever. The
clutch engages and the cam-clutch begins its
cycle. The internal operation of the clutch is the
same as that of the selector clutch described in
paragraph 5.b.(2) of this section.

5.d.(l) For optimum performance, the se
lecting mechanism should be adjusted to sample
the signaling code elements at the most favor
able time. To make this adjustment, the opera
ting margins are established through the range
finder which provides a means of varying the
time of sampling. The obtaining of this optimum
setting is referred to as orientation.
5.d.(2) When the range finder knob (Figure
2-5) is pushed inward and rotated, its attached
range finder gear moves the range finder sector
(which supports the stop arm bail, stop arm and
latch lever) either clockwise or counterclock
wise about the selector cam-clutch. This changes
the angular position at which the selector cam
clutch stops with respect to the marking and
spacing lock levers. When an optimum setting is
obtained, the range finder knob is released. Its
inner teeth engage the teeth of the indexing lock

2-8

6,b.(1)(b) About midway through the func
tion cycle, an eccentric pin on the function cam
lifts a reset arm which rotates the trip shaft
clockwise. The release is moved up and allows
the main trip lever to fall against the adjusting
arm and raise the reset bail. The eccentric pfri
then moves out from under the reset arm and
the release is permitted to return to is unoper
ated position against the main trip lever. When
the cam-clutch assembly completes its cycle,
the clutch shoe lever strikes the trip lever and
the clutch is disengaged.
6.b.(2) Two-Shaft Unit -With the keyboard
in the K condition, the function cam-clutch of the
two-shaft reperforator is tripped in the same
manner as the other units. However, in the K-T
or T condition it is tripped by direct mechanical
action from the keyboard as covered in Bulletin

ORIGINAL
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FORWARD F

(

ECCE NTRIC PIN

FUNCTION
CAM-CLUTCH

CLUTCH RELE ASE

(

DOWNSTOP
'

�')L(If ���

TRIP SHAFT

Figure 2-10. Function Cam-Clutch and Clutch Trip Assembly

(

249B. The function cam of the two-shaft unit has
an additional camming surface on which rides a
roller mounted on a keyboard follower arm (Fig
ure 2-4). When the control knob is in the T posi
tion, this cam resets the keyboard.
6.c. ROCKER BAIL (Figure 2-11) -The func

<�

7. TAPE PERFORATING AND FEEDING

(Figure

2-11)

7 .a. GENERAL - The perforating mechanism

rolls in feed holes, advances the tape and per
forates combinations of chadless code holes

tion cam and the rocker bail translate the rota

corresponding to the code combinations received

tion of the shaft (or the function clutch drum in

from

the case of the two-sha.ft unit) into simple har

monic motion which the bail transfers to the
perforating mechanism (Figure 2-11). Each
function cycle the function cams bear against
rollers and cause the bail to rock to the left
during the first part of the cycle and then back to
its home position during the latter part of the
cycle.

ORIGINAL

the signal line. Intelligence is received
from the selecting mechanism by the punch slides

which select the proper punch pins in a punch
block assembly (Figure 2-11). Motion from the
rocker bail is distributed to the pins and the tape
feeding parts by a main bail assembly, which in
cludes a toggle bail, a toggle shaft, a slide post,
toggle links, drag links and the punch slide reset
bail.

2-9
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FUNCTION CAM (TWO-cYCLE UNIT)
'.'
,·
,.<'
·.

·;

ROCKER BAIL �

)

''

REFERENCE BLOCK

STRIPPER PLATt
PERFORATOR DRIVE LINK
PUNCH SLIDE

PATH OF TAPE

LATCH

FEED PAWL

)

'"

TOGGLE SHAFT
DETENT LEVER

PUNCH PINS -----/
SLIDE POST

TOGGLE BAIL

,�)

Figure 2-11,

2-10

Perforating Mechanism
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7.b. PERFORATING
7.b.(l) As described in paragraph6.b.(l)(a),

(

near the end of the selecting cycle the reset bail
is lowered and releases the five punch slides
{Figure 2-11). The selected slides move to the
left and the unselected slides are retained to the
right by their latches {paragraph 5.b.(3}{c)). In
the selected position, a projection of each slide
extends over the slide post. During the first part
of the function cycle, the rocker bail moves to
the left and, by means of a drive link and rocker
arm, rotates the toggle shaft and bail counter
clockwise. Toggle links attached to the front and

(

rear of the bail lift the slide post and move the
reset bail to the left. The selected slides
are carried upward by the post and force the
associated punch pins through the tape. The

them in the block. A compression spring is
mounted on the No. 3 punch pin, and four tension
springs are hooked to the slide post and the re
tractor bail. The main bail assembly, the re
tractor bail and the selected slides and pins
move as a unit during the perforating stroke, and
the retractor bail tension springs are not part
of the load on the toggle bail shaft. The openings
in the block above the tape through which the se
lected pins protrude are semicircular so that
only the rear portion of the hole is severed.

7.c. FEEDING -Tape feeding is accomplished
after perforation during the last half of each func
tion cycle. The tape is threaded down through a
tape guide and then up between a feed wheel and

slides pivot about the same point as drag links

die wheel (Figure 2-11). A feed pawl, driven by
the toggle bail, acts upon a ratchet and rotates

and thus become an integral part of the main bail

the feed wheel which, by means of sharp pins and

assembly during the perforating stroke. A re
tractor bail, which engages notches in the punch
pins, is pivoted clockwise as the pins move up
through the tape. Approximately midway through
the function cycle, the function clutch trip assem
bly lifts the reset bail as described in para
graph 6.b.(l){b).
7.b.(2} During the last half of the cycle, the
toggle bail is rotated clockwise and lowers the
punch slides. The reset bail, moved to the right
by the toggle links, drives the slides back to
their unselected position where it holds them
until the next operation. The retractor bail under
spring pressure holds the punch pins down a
gainst the slides until the pins are retracted
below the tape. The notches in the pins are long
enough to allow the retractor bail to pivot its full
amount without lifting the unselected pins against
the tape, but are short enough to permit the bail
to serve as a downstop for the pins and thus hold

holes in the die wheel, rolls feed holes into the
tape and advances it one character at a time. A
detent with a roller that rides on the ratchet
holds the feed wheel and tape in position during
perforation. The detent and feed pawl springs
are so positioned that the pressure of the detent
on the ratchet is high during the first half of the
cycle so as to hold the tape in position during
perforation, but is low during idling and the last
half of the cycle to facilitate tape threading and
feeding. A tape shoe retains the tape on the feed
wheel, and a biasing spring holds it back against
a reference block so that the feed holes are
punched a constant distance from the edge. The
tape is stripped from the feed wheel by a strip
per plate, passes into the punch block where it is
perforated and finally emerges at the left. A
biasing spring, which holds the tape back against
a reference surface on the block, maintains a
constant relationship between the code perfora
tions and the edge of the tape.

(

(
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